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         Update your details        Have you changed your home address, phone number or email? Help us find you.
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                              Before 9/11, Australia had no counter-terrorism laws, now we have 92 — but are we safer?


                                  

      Counter-terrorism laws have reshaped ideas about criminal responsibility, set us apart from our closest allies, and strengthened a troubling culture of secrecy. But have they made us safer?

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              What is life going to look like once we hit 70 per cent vaccination?


                                  

      Many Australians are looking forward to the time when 70 per cent of over-16s are fully vaccinated, and the freedoms this will bring.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              How online mindfulness training can help students thrive during the pandemic


                                  

      COVID-19 is reasserting itself, with the Delta variant posing a serious threat to young people. The pandemic has made physical distancing an inescapable new reality of post-secondary education as universities continue to deliver courses online.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Why the Taliban won Afghanistan, and why they won't hold it


                                  

      Professor Peter Greste spent time in Afghanistan in the 1990s as a reporter for the BBC. In the wake of the crisis unfolding in the country, Professor Greste analyses the Taliban's beginnings and their eventual return to power.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Is Queensland ready for Voluntary Assisted Dying?


                                  

      Queensland MPs will cast a conscience vote on Voluntary Assisted Dying (VAD) in September. UQ experts discuss what is VAD? Do we need it? And how would it work?

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Return of the Taliban: what does it mean for Afghanistan?


                                  

      As the Taliban takes back control of Afghanistan, UQ experts explain the impact on its people, the region and international relations?

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Understanding the strange world of conspiracy theories


                                  

      The logical evidence is well and truly stacked against conspiracy theories, yet they continue to attract countless followers. The question for many people is: why?

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Top three tips for buying your first home


                                  

      Buying a house is not an impossible task – it just needs a little planning and a lot of discipline. Here are three things you should know before you jump in.

    

  


  



	

  


  

                
          
    
      
                              Top tips to help your child cope with the stress of COVID-19


                                  

      Deputy Director (Research) at UQ’s Parenting and Family Support Centre Associate Professor Alina Morawska shares her top tips for parents to help their children cope with the stress and anxiety of COVID-19.
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	Subscribe to UQ Yarning


	Sign up now to receive the quarterly UQ Yarning newsletter in your inbox.








    


      





  


  














    
        
      
    
Contact magazine print editions
 
Read more





    


      





  
    


  
  
    
              Alumni and community events

                    
          	See what online and in-person events are happening at UQ...


        

          


      











  



  

  

  


  

  
    
      
      
      
        UQ acknowledges the Traditional Owners and their custodianship of the lands on which UQ is situated. —
        Reconciliation at UQ
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